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The BH Slews
Bowling "Green Slate University I

ROTC women favor women's draft registration
by Paul O'Donnell
■tall reporter

The overwhelming response
yesterday among women enrolled
in the University's ROTC programs
is that women should be required to
register for a U.S. military draft.
But most of the women agreed
with President Carter's plan, to be
sent to Congress next week, that
women should be excluded from
consideration for combat duty.
Women comprise about 9 percent
of the University's Army ROTC
enrollment and about 28 percent of
Air Force ROTC enrollment.

tuesday 2-12-80
Shuttle service
receives donation
The Commuter Off-Campus
Organization voted last
Thursday to contribute $1,000
to the University Shuttle
Service, which is under the
direction of the Student
Government Association.
John Bell, president of the
organization, said the
donation is being made "just
because we're in favor of the
shuttle service."
"We're not asking that any
strings be attached (to the
donation)," he added, including no stipulations for
additional off-campus routes.
Bell said Commuter OffCampus Organization
represents all commuter and
off-campus students at the
University, who comprise 52
percent of the student
population.

Council delays
vote on purchase
Concerns voiced by First
Ward Councilman Joseph
Corral halted City Council's
efforts last night to approve
purchase of the property at
the intersection of West Poe
Road and North Main Street
for $95,000.
The purchase, discussed at
a special meeting of the
council, is to eliminate the
jog at the North Main Poe intersection.
Corral said a sufficient
amount of information has
not been given to Council
concerning the purchase, or
the construction of a left turn
lane for the area, which is
thought to be the solution to
the jog problem.
The purchase will be
discussed for a third time at
a meeting of the Council
Feb. 17.

weather
Partly cloudy. High 25F
MC), low 10F (-12C), 0 percent chance of precipitation.

"Everyone has an obligation, and
sex should make no difference,"
Leslie Waters, a four-year Army
ROTC member, said.

WATERS, A senior nursing major, said she feels women as well as
men should be required to register.
"Since I'm already aware that
women will not be allowed in combat, I figure we're just as capable
and should be required to
register," Brenda Burks, a twoyear Army ROTC member, said.
Margaret Mackey, the University's first female Army ROTC battalion commander, echoed the sen-

timents of most of the women in
ROTC that they should be required
to register but that they should not
be subjected to combat duty.
Mackey, a senior Spanish major,
said she does not think men would
have confidence in women in combat because "men aren't ready yet
to accept women."

may be crying but I would still be
trying as hard as anybody else,"
Waters said.
Waters explained that crying
would be a form of releasing the
tensions of combat, adding that
men would only get angry and
frustrated.

"WE CAN do the job, but we're
just not ready yet," Mackey said.
Waters agreed with Mackey that
the biggest problem would be men
adjusting to the presence of women
in the same military units.
"With me in a combat situation, I

DEBRA ANDERSON, a threeyear Army ROTC member, said
she does not think men would feel
that they could rely on women in
combat.
"I wouldn't want to be a member
of a unit that was mixed like that,"
Anderson said.

Burks cited sexual overtones present among intergrated military
units as a disadvantage and suggested that all-female units would
be more advantageous.
Kathryn Reech, a two-year Air
Force and Army ROTC member,
said men may initially have to
compensate for the lack of training
offered to women, but that once
these training deficiencies are
overcome, women could perform
equally with men.
HOWEVER, THERE are mixed
emotions among the wome.i regarding whether women can perform

as adequately as men in combat.

"There are a lot of jobs that can
be done in combat support, and
there's no reason women can't do
it," Anderson said.
Burks agreed with Anderson, but
added that some women are
capable of performing at the same
level as men.
Reech, a sophomore history major, said she is not sure whether
women should be placed in combat
positions and feels she would be
better suited for support positions,
like education and training.
continuad on page 4

Journalists
say Iranian
coverage
accurate
by Kailh Jameson
stall reporter

American journalists who were
expelled from Iran recently admit
they were angered and frustrated
by reporting conditions, but
maintain that Americans received
a fair portrayal of the events in
Iran.
These confessions were made
when Drs. Laurence Jankowski
and Emil Dansker, University
assistant professors of journalism,
traveled to New York City to
produce a documentary about
journalists' perceptions of the
expulsion.
Dansker and Jankowski said the
consensus of the reporters interviewed for the videotaped
program was that the situation was
difficult to cover because there was
not a balance between news
sources.
As Peter Arnett, a Pulitzer
Prize-winning reporter who
covered the Vietnam War, put it,
there was no balance between
opposing sides, no actions or
reactions to demonstrate that there
was a conflict. Reporters simply
could get no response from the
Iranian government concerning
international actions.
"ONE OF the difficulties over
there was that no one was in
charge," Jankowski said.
Reporters said that factor made
the job of getting reputable news
difficult.
Another factor which stymied
the reporters interviewed was

photo by Laurence Jankowski
Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter lor The Associated Press, Patar
Arnett, I. interviewed by Dr. Emll Dansker, assistant professor ol
journalism, during his interviews last week with American jour-

government intervention, which
included repeated warnings about
unfavorable news content, not
allowing broadcast equipment at
certain news events and the use of
satellite facilities.
One story told of a techniciannot an official government
monitor-cutting off a satellite
report because he did not like what
was being reported, Jankowski
said.
Although reporters often were
frustrated with government in-

tervention
and
became
emotionally involved with their
stories, Arnett and George Lewis of
NBC News said reporting was
representative of the crisis events.
Arnett said his Associated Press
editors were careful not to let his
emotions enter his stories.
"THEY WERE reporting the
story so much they said they felt
they were getting biased,"
Jankowski said, noting that the
interviewed reporters said it took

nallsts expelled from Iran. Pat Fries (beside camera) and Quy
Vogrln, both journalism majors, assisted Dansker In producing the
documentary.

Jankowski said the reporters had
all their professionalism to report
objectively.
excellent accomodations and treatThe move by the Iranian ment, but still faced the anxiety of
government to expel American covering the events.
journalists was not a surprise;
rather, it was viewed as being a
"THEY LET them have
question of time.
freedom, but they had monitors in
"As a group, they knew the the U.S. watching the content of the
tension was there, and they began newscasts," he said.
to see more criticism," Dansker
Jankowski noted that the
said, adding that the journalists reporters said they felt safe in
"indicated it was just another Tehran, the capital, because they
story" when it came to covering
the events.
continued on page 4

Zinicola to meet Carter on draft registration
by Bart Porter
stall reporter

In these times of draft registration proposals and threats of warfare, a letter from Uncle Sam
strikes terror in the hearts of most
young Americans.
However, to Student Government Association President
Michael D. Zinicola, an invitation
to Washington from President
Carter may be the solution to
helping University students understand the registration issue.
Zinicola is one of about 200
student body presidents from
colleges and universities across the

nation invited to meet with
President Carter, senior members
of the White House staff, members
of the National Security Council
and the domestic policy staff Feb.
15.
The student
government
representatives are to discuss
foreign and domestic policy issues
with the staffs in the Old Executive
Building of the White House and
will meet with President Carter in
the East Room to discuss the
issues.
THE PURPOSE of the meeting is
to elicit the opinions of college
students about political issues that
are important or will be important

in the near future, Zinicola said.
Zinicola said he believes one of
the major topics of the discussion
will be student reaction to
President Carter's call for draft
registration.
Zinicola said he called Anne
Wexler, an assistant to the
President, after he received his
invitation. She told him that
although the draft may be the main
topic of the meeting, many other
issues also will be discussed.
"WE WILL probably be briefed
on the situations in Iran,
Afghanistan and the entire Persian
Gulf, so we can better understand

what is going on in that part of the
world," Zinicola said.
"If I am asked about the draft, I
will say that at this time it is important for all student governments to get all available information on the draft from this
meeting and go back to their
campuses where they can objectively portray the issue before
they make a decision," Zinicola
said.
Zinicola said he believes some
of the student governments at the
colleges
and
universities
represented at the meeting will
have decided to make a definite
stand on the registration issue.

"I am sure some have made a
decision, but I question the validity
of it," Zinicola said.
HE STRESSED that SGA has not
made a stand on the issue and is
continuing efforts to inform
students about registration and the
consequences of a military draft.
"We're not going to be voting on
the issue at the meeting, but are
going to discuss registration and
several other issues," Zinicola
said.
"If the government officials
wanted a straw vote, they'd go to
continued on page 4

Flu causing absences at Wood County schools
by Diana Rado
stall reporter

The flu epidemic that has been
infecting Ohio for nearly a month is
forcing more students to stay home
from Wood County schools, according to Judy Normandin, influenza representative for the Ohio
Department of Health, Northwest
district.
A normal absenteeism rate for
s'hools is about 4-10 percent per
day," Normandin said, "but
schools have been reporting over 20
percent in absences."
She added that although the
reports of absences may include

Number of cases not considered epidemic by health officials
colds or other illnesses, "better
than half of them are the flu."
The illness is a type B flu, a
milder strain than the Hong Kong
or Swine flu, which aie categorized
as type A illnesses, said Stu Kerr,
a communicable disease investigator at the Ohio Department
of Health, Northwest district.
HE SAID the infection lasts
about three or four days and is
characterized by fever, sore
throat, cough and a headache.
"It occurs a lot in school-age kids

and occasionally in teachers,"
Kerr said.
Normandin said the flu has affected Bowling Green schools for
the last 12 days.
According to the office of the
superintendent of Bowling Green
schools, absences reported at the
high school, junior high and
elementary schools were greater
last week than this week.

Friday and 70 yesterday.
"Last week was our worst
week," said Neal Allen, high school
principal.
"We've had more absences than
normal, but nothing that would
force us to close down," Allen said.
He added that there have been
about three teachers absent each
day for the last two weeks.

OUT OF the students who attend
Bowling Gre.n High school, 115
were absent last Thursday, 100

OF THE City's 752 Junior High
Students, 55 were absent last
Thursday, 48 Friday, and 49
yesterday.

Dr. Henry Vogtsberger, chief of
the medical staff at the University's Health Center, said, "We're
having some flu, but it's not any
more than usual," for this time of
year.
"I would say there are a goodly
number of flu cases coming in, but
it's not an epidemic," Dr. Luvem
Garling, physician at the health
center said.
Donna Otley, nurse at the center,
said between 25C and 275 students
are being treated a day, a majority
of them for the flu.

"ORDINARILY WE would be
treating from 200-250 students per
day for this time of the year, so
there is probably 50 more than
normal being treated," Otley said.
Nancy Kinney, director of nursing
services at the Wood County Health
Department, said getting a flu
immunization shot now would not
pevent a person from contracting
the disease.
"Flu immunization needs to be
given before an epidemic is upon
you," she said.
The Wood County Health
Department gave shots in the fall
continued on page 3

opinionAdvantages for the
post-'nam students
Last week, some students at Kent State University
protested the threat of re-institution of the draft by burnine mock draft cards. After burning the cards, one
student burned the American flag. Sounds like 1970.
There is no draft, there's only talk of registration.
There was a time when burning draft cards, real
draft cards, was an effective symbolic protest.
Students of the Vietnam era had no other methods of
showing the government they wouldn't support an unpopular war. Today's students have other ways.
Eighteen-year-olds now have the right to vote. We're
in an election year, and students should seize the opportunity. If you don't like President Carter, tell him
so, don't vote for him. If your congressman is a war
hawk and you're a pacifist, organize to vote him out of
office.
If. and probably when, the draft is started, burning
draft cards will be a legitimate protest.
But right now symbolism means little.
We can understand and appreciate the efforts of the
protesters. It's better than doing nothing. But students
today have distinct advantages over their 1970 counterparts. Use the advantages.

A Russian satellite?
After reading the article by Chris
Kern in The BG News (141-80),
"Don't let that killer apathy end
your careers," I started thinking
about the shortsightedness of Mr.
Kern's pleas.
Mr. Kern - who wants a war? Not me. I'm a peace loving, homehappy student with a lovely wife
and two small children. I'd like
nothing more than to live the rest of
my days in the US of A making a
couple of hundred thousand dollars
a year working for IBM or Xerox.
But, I wonder if the Kremlin would
allow me to continue working for
IBM if the United States were to
becUM I USSR satellite. "" '"
Ob, absusd, jrou say?
- „ g
Foolishness, you say? Is it?
Certainly not tomorrow, or nest
year, but what about 1968 or 1990?
What about 2000 or 2006? Let's see,
year 2005 you'll probably be around
45-years-old, nave three fine sons
(ages)«, 16,14). Would you be willing to give up your standard of living then? I'm talking about your
economical as well as your political
and social standards.
We need, in the United States, a
large force of men who are trained
in the necessities of war. This force
would serve two purposes; first, it
would save this country's neck in a
breakout of war, second, it would
serve as a deterrent to any of our
would-be enemies.
Now I understand that those are
radical statements, but we Uve in a
radical age. If you don't believe
me, Just look around. The dreams
of world peace are Just that dreams. Every day you can read of
troubled spots anywhere in the
world. What's going to happen
when one day that trouble is here?
If the Soviets have peace in mind,
why then are they annually producing 2000 tanks, 5000 combat
vehicles, six attack subs, 10 major
surface ships, 500 combat planes,
etc. I agree, an arms race is a sad
way to spend our national
resources, but do we have a

focus
Mike Shaffer
choice?
Perhaps Professors Ahrens and
Miller are correct in assuming
that, were the youth of America to
feel their individual rights actually
threatened, the U.S. army would
have more thai, enough trainees.
But, I wonder.
At work last week, I asked different "youths" how they felt about
the draft. None of them would even
consider lighting for their country.
Fighting for their country - what a
long-lost phrase. Another Vietnam? God forbid.
But, what about your boys and
my boys defending Toledo from an
amphibious assault in 1998? God
also forbid. Another thing; if you
would have written an article like
you did, only in the Moscow Times,
you'd be half way to Gorky by now.
I'm not advocating the usage of
Russian tactics in BG, rather, I am
advocating an appreciation of the
freedom we Americans take for
granted. If we aren't willing to defend this freedom, then who do you
think is?
Mr. Kern, you are obviously interested in yourself and your
career, but then, who isn't? I am.
But how can you and I, or our
children, have a career without the
country we now live in? It has been
said that in the next major world
confrontation, (and there will be
one - man's technology changes,
but man doesn't), the United States
mainland won't be off-limits. That
makes me want to be prepared. It
makes me want to be friends with
you, cause who knows, someday we
may be fighting an enemy together,
side-by-side.
Mike Shaffer, lMtz Mitchell Rd,
is a itudeut at the University.
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Better than a German shepherd?
I am not what most would call a
light sleeper.
My roommate Janet is another
story.
Once my head rests against the
Charlie Brown and Snoopy figures
upon my pillowcase, a dozen pizza
delivery men wearing tap shoes
and whirling Chinese noisemakers
around couldn't wake me.

focus
Paula Winstow
Janet's sensitive ears make life difficult.
like when I come home late from
work in the wee, wimpy hours of
the morning.
The rest of the apartment is
quiet. Only the dim light in the
hallway remains lit. I slink into our
room like a sleuth searching a due,
feeling for the light switch around
the corner.
Flick.
Immediately, as if an air raid
siren has sounded, Janet Jumps up
inner bed.

THAT'S NO lie. According to my
roommate, a group closely
resembling the above description
tried unsuccessfully to rouse us
from our slumber last Saturday
night.
I didn't hear a thing until my
Super Sonic Boom alarm clock
woke me the next morning.
However, Janet heard them coming even as they were five blocks
away from the apartment.
You might think someone so easily stirred would be an asset to an
apartment harboring four frail
defenseless women. My roommates and I thought so too. The
landlord won't allow us to have a
German Shepard, so we keep a
light sleeper instead.

"WHAT ARE you doing?" she
asks.
What a question.
"It's 3 a.m., I'm going to vacuum
the carpet, whaddya think?" I reply incredulously.
Those words usually don't do
much to make her go back to sleep,
though. Instead, they take their toll

BUT THERE are times when

on her bladder.
She leaps out of bed and runs to
the bathroom as if getting there
within 30 seconds was a challenge
on "Beat the Clock." No, it's a midnight bladder attack; only happens
when I enter the room in the dark
after 1:30 a.m.
With that task completed, she
sighs and buries herself once again
beneath the blankets.

and mundane, either.
One night I dragged myself into
our room and proceeded to put on
my pajamas in the dark, hoping not
to disturb my roomie.
It didn't matter. Janet wanted to
gab.
"How was your day," she asks
groggUy.
"How was my day?!," I reply.
"I've got to go to class in two hours
and start a whole new day! Why
don't you go to sleep!"
"Did you see Lou Grant tonight?
It really was good. Billy was tracking down this story about..."

I DON'T EVEN have to be as obtrusive as in that last scene to
disturb her slumber.
If I return from a night on the
town long after the moon has been
up, and my stomach happens to
rumble with a case of the midnight
munchies, JInet knows.
I tiptoe into the Mtcberrrsearclung for a snack.
"Don't eat any of my oatmealraisin-cheese cookies. They're for
my lunch tomorrow," says a voice
from my bedroom. (Janet puts
cheese in everything).
I drop the cookie container and
settle for something nice and mute
like oatmeal.

"NO I didn't see it Go to sleep."
"The phone bill came today. It
-was $47.26. You owe...."
-JanetrShut up! I wanna go to
sleep!"
"Sorry. Just trying to be friendly," she says. Then she buries
herself again and falls back into an
easily-disturbed sleep.
I guess I should be thankful. At
least If a burglar breaks into our
room during the night he won't be
treated rudely.

JANETS MIDDLE-of-the-night
comments aren't always so short

Paula Wlnilow is managing
editor of the News.

Hockman apply unusual pressure
on the paper to get his letter
printed? Does The BG News print
any old letter received because
your receive so few? If not, are the
letters not printed worse than Mr.
Hockman's? If so, then BGSU must
be Ohio's wastebasket for illogical
beings. Or, does The BG News
believe the claims Mr. Hockman
makes?
You cannot Judge an entire
department on Just one graduate
assistant, and the power of the
press should not be used to raise a
failing grade!
I believe The BG News failed to

uphold the responsibilities that a
newspaper must have to print only
fair, honest and logical reports.
Also the letters were so biased, you
completely ignored the other side
of the issue, why?
The BG News was used in this
case, for which you owe the
geography department and your
readers an apology. You have permitted a student to use this column
to further his own personal greeds.
This is totally unacceptable! And
yes, Mr. Hockman, we do blame
you for degrading the credibility of
this column.
NeU Schtadler
lMCouklin

letters.
Hockman uses and
abuses News
How long will the readers of The
BG News be subjected to the
mindless rhetoric of Mr. Jeff
Hockman, and his parlous with the
geography department?
After reading his first letter, then
his subsequent reply, it is clear that
The BG News is being blatantly used by Mr. Hockman.
If Mr. Hockman has a complaint
(or a personal vendetta), with the
geography department then he
should use the proper channels
established by the University to
solve the problem. Instead, he used
The BG News to rally (or try to rally) support for his parleys with the
geography department
This raises a very important
question. Where are the ethical and

respond,

If you would like to comment on
something in The News or
anything of student Interest,
write to The News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Include your
eddress and telephone number
for verification
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous.
Address your comments to :
Editorial Editor, The BG News,
106 University Hall.

professional standards of The BG
News? Why does a competent (or
assumed competent) newspaper
permit itself to become a weapon in
one man's Joust with a department?
The logic and claims used in Mr.
Hockman's letters are so questionable, I would think any
reasonable person would have filed
his letter in the proper, round file.
The BG News reserves the right to
reject any letters that are in bad
taste, malicious or libelous. Well,
why didn't you exercise this right?
Is it the case that The BG News
doesn't care what it prints? Did Mr.
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briefs
Fern Silver, a Toledo toast mistress, wUl speak
about "How to Become an Effective Public
Speaker" at 7:30 p.m. today in 200 Moaeley Hall.
The meeting, sponsored by Women in Business, is
free and public.

completed at least one quarter of study. Applicants
are to submit an ethnic-oriented folk art project,
such as architecture, art cuisine, furnishings,
Jewelry or music. Deadline for applications is April
1. Applications should be sent to Perry at 117 Shatzel
Hall. The award will be given in May. For information call Perry at 372-2976.

International Coffee Hours

Oriental art exhibit

International Coffee Hours will be held from
1:30-3:30 p.m. today and Thursday, sponsored by
the World Student Association. The event is free and
public.

An exhibit and sale of original Oriental art will be
open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. today in the west corridor of the Fine Arts Building. The collection,
which includes 18th and 19th century prints and
modern woodcuts, etchings and lithographs, is
presented by Marson Ltd. of Baltimore, Md. A
representative will be present to answer questions
about the works.

Public speaking lecture

Mini Olympics registration
Registration is being accepted through Thursday
for the World Student Association's Mini Olympics
to be held from 3:304 p.m. Saturday in the Student
Recreation Center. Interested students can register
at the International Programs Office, 16 Williams
Hall. The event is free and public.

Latin women discussion
An informal discussion with members of La Mujer Latina about the interests and perspectives of
Latina women will be held at 7:30 p.m. today in the
State Room, Union. The meeting is sponsored by
Women for Women and is free and public.

Commodity futures lecture

World War II workshop
"World War II: Witness to History," is the title of
a workshop to be offered from 7:30-9:30 p.m. today
at the University Center for Continued Learning,
194 S. Main St Dr. Patrick Alston, University professor of history, will conduct the seminar, using
memorabilia of the World War II era. Fee for the
workshop is $3. For information or to register for
the session, which is open to all, call the center at
372-0363.

Student loan exit interviews

Mike Guess, of The Andersons of Toledo, will
speak about commodity futures trading at the Stock
Club Meeting at 7:30 p.m. today in the Faculty
Lounge, Union. The meeting is free and public.

All students with National Defense-Direct Student
Loans, nursing student loans or student development loans who will graduate or leave the University after this quarter should contact the Student
Loan Collection Office at 372-0112 to make an appointment for an exit interview.

Ethnic Arts award

Bursar to distribute checks

Projects for the Flora Bloch Ethnic Arts Award
are being accepted by Dr. Robert L. Perry, chairman of the University department of ethnic studies.
Competition for the $500 award is open to all fulltime undergraduates in good standing who have

National Direct Student Loans and nursing loan
checks for spring quarter will be distributed
through the Bursar's Office instead of the Financial
Aid Office, and are available now to be transferred
to students' accounts.

flu nasfts

'™p-1

of 1979 for the upcoming flu season,
Kinneysaid.
SHE STRESSED, however, that
these shots are normally given to
persons of high medical risk, such
as those suffering from heart
disease or diabetes.
"We don't run out and immunize
the college population unless

students are suffering from some
kind of chronic illness," Kinney
said.
She added that some of the flu
vaccine was distributed in nursing
homes last fall because the disease
often affects the elderly more than
younger persons.
Kerr said a disease similar to the
flu that affected the state last year

was expected this year.
"There is only a slight difference
in the two diseases, but enough to
affect complete immunity this
year," Kerr said.
Because a vaccination now could
not take immediate effect, Kerr
suggested standard methods to
cure those afflicted with the flu:
bed rest and liquids.

DIXIE'S ENERGY SA VINGl
IDEA FOR THE 80'S

COME RIDE
HE DIXIE BUS!
a.

BUS
TRANSPORTATION
To All BG Students
EVERY WED.
College Greek Nite Pickups Will Be At
The Student Union
Every Half-Hour Starting 8:00 p.m.
DEPARTING ROUND TRIPS BEGIN AT 11 p.m.
AND RUN BY THE HOUR.

SO WHY DON'T YOU

RIDE THE DIXIE BUS &
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!

For Further Information
,^tf&
Call 874-8649
CoWoJ

Rec center budget breaking even
for year despite $20,000 overrun
Despite a mixture of good and
bad news, the general financial
prognosis for the Student
Recreation Center is excellent.
The bad news, according to Rec
Center Budget Administer John
Ketzer, is that the center is about
$20,000 over budget for this fiscal
year.
The good news, he says, is that
revenues also are about $20,000
above what was anticipated,
meaning that financially the rec
center is staying as solvent as
possible.
That $20,000 was spent on what
Ketzer calls "first-time costs,"
such as signs, copying machines,
alarm systems and Cooper Pool
equipment, items that were not
calculated into the original budget.
THE EXTRA revenue that is
helping the center break even this
year has come in part from the 200

memberships more than what was
expected, Ketzer said.
"That (budget overrun) isn't a
cause of alarm at this point," Dr.
Richard R. Eakin, vice provost for
institutional planning, said. "I'm
not worried at this point."
This type of overrun is expected
from any budget, especially
considering the impact of inflation
on operating costs, Eakin added.
The rec center budget for the
fiscal year beginning July 1,1979,
and ending June 30, 1980, as approved by the University Board of
Trustees is about $1.6 million.
BUT THE news that the rec
center is remaining in the black
this fiscal year comes with the
news that the rec center finished
more than $14,000 ahead after last
fiscal year, which ended June 30,
1979.
The rec center's revenue for last

fiscal year totaled about $1,005,283,
with almost three-fourths of that
coming from general fee
allocations. The rest came from
pro shop sales, equipment rental,
membership fees, and federal
grants and contracts.
Total expenditures were $990,724,
with the largest percentage for
salaries and wages, utilities and
principal and interest.
Eakin warned that figures In the
two budgets could be deceiving if it
is not recognized that one was for
six months of operation (the year
when the rec center first opened)
and the other is for a full year of
operation.
For example, the debt service, or
what the University owes on the
rec center, for the last fiscal year
was $532,550 for that six-month
period. The debt service In tins
year's budget is approved at
$964,848 for the full year.

Increasing interest in business ethics
reflected in new philosophy offering
A new business ethics class In the
philosophy department is an attempt to make philosophy useful to
people in other fields, according to
John Ahrens, assistant professor of
philosophy and instructor for the
course.
"There is an increased interest in
ethics in all fields. Business
students are beginning to see a
need for a business ethics course in
the business community," Ahrens
said.
He said business is drawing
criticism and it is important to
understand the ethics behind
business decisions.
The aim of the course is not to
pass Judgement on business, but to
make students aware of the impor-

tance of ethics in free enterprise,
Ahrens said.
"All too often people in
academics try to judge business,"
he said.
The class first was taught last
summer by Dr. Fred D. Miller,
chairman of the philosophy department. There was favorable reaction to the course from both
students and the College of
Business Administration, Ahrens
said.
THE SPRING offering will differ
from the class this summer.
"The class will make more use of
instructional films and area
businessmen," be said.
Students in Free Enterprise, a
group which undertakes projects to

help persons understand the free
enterprise system, helped design
the first four weeks of the course,
he added.
Ahrens said the input of SIFE
broadens the impact of the course.
"I hope to make input of business
students an ongoing thing," he
said.
Students will explore areas in
free enterprise, profits and government regulation. There will be
group discussions with an emphasis on drawing out students and
enabling them to examine the importance of a free enterprise
economy.
Ahrens said reaction from the
business community to the class
has been favorable.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
OPPORTUNITIES!
On Thursday February 14, at 6:00 p.m. a representative from CLEVELAND METROPARKS will be on
campus to talk with students interested in the following Cooperative Education positions:
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION POSITIONS:
Interpretive Naturalist-background in natural
Isciences
Wildlife Management-background in environmental
(studies or biology
Photojournalist-background in photography and
fstrong writing ability
Animal and Stable Management—background in
biology or related field; capacity and desire to work
with laroe animals

These positions, available through the Cooperative
Education Program, involve a two-quarter placement
with an earning potential of: of $124 a week.
6:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. General Presentation by
Cleveland Metroparks Personnel
7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. Informal Discussion
for Interested Students
All interested students are invited to attend this
meeting Thursday f February 14, at 6:00 p.m. in the
Town Room of the Student Union.
For more information contact your advisor
or call
THE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
PROGRAM OFFICE
Room 220 Administration Building

372-2451
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ROTC women
MOST OF the women wad that, If
neceaury, they would fight on the
frontline*.
Regina Stout, a first-year Air
Force ROTC member, summed up
the feelings of the women, saying,
"Everyone should contribute
something to the defense of their
country.
Some of the women see Carter's
inclusion of women in his draft

from page 1

registration plan, for the first time
in U.S. history, as a step toward
recognition of equality among the
sexes.
BUT OTHERS feel women were
included in the plan because of the
country's need for "sheer
numbers" in its military.
Women in the military is not new
to other countries.

Dr. Kathleen H. Merriam, assistant professor of political science
and a specialist in Middle East
countries, said that Palestinian
countries regularly employ women
as guerrilla troops.
Women are active in combat in
those countries because they are
fighting for their survival, she added.
HOWEVER, MERRIAM said

ALPHA PHI
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
ITS NEW ACTIVES
I
PAMBLAIN
CATHY BOCKHORST
KIM BRATTON
JANICE DEFEUPPI
PENNY FREMONT
MUZZY GIBSON
SUSAN GLEESPEN
JANE HAUSFELD
DIANNE HOVANEC
SUE MARTINSON

LISA MILLER
RONDA MORITZ
LAURA PERRY

SUE PETTRIE
ALLISON ROTH
PAULA RUSH

CHERYL SHAFFER
CARLY SMITH
JULIE THIEL
SARA WAGNER
PATTY WOLFE

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University ol Aruona otters
more than 40 courses: anthropotofy, art. bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish. Sin-week session. June 30-August 8,
1980. Fully accredited pad
uate and undergraduate pro
tram. Tuition $295. Room
and board in Meiican home.

$315.

EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robtrt L. Nugtitt 209

SPECIAL CONGRATS TO OUTSTANDING PLEDGE

University of Arizona

SUSAN GLEESPEN!!

Tucson 85721
(602)626-4729
NEED HELP?
Call 2443728

W\

Reports indicate that Carter's
most of the women in other Middle
East countries perform ad- proposal may meet a stumbling
ministrative and Interrogatory block when it gets to Congress;
some representatives have spoken
duties.
Merriam said she feels women in out against women being included
Middle East countries are capable in draft registration.
of combat, but added that employHowever, a press aide for U.S.
ment of women on the lines is Sen. John H. Glenn (D-Ohio) said
dependent on a country's necessity yesterday that Glenn is in favor of
registration of both sexes and exand ideology.

Iran coverage >-wi
"felt those mobs weren't going to
swarm them."
"They (the reporters) are a
different breed of guys. They are
very sure of themselves, very
aggressive, very articulate,"
Jankowski said.

The first-hand experience with
the Iranian situation offers both
Journalists and the public a lesson,
Danskersaid.
"The lesson (for journalists). .
.is backgrounding and not jumping
to conclusions," he said.

Zinicola

"THE GOVERNMENT will want
to get student opinions and bow
students perceive political issues of
the future," Zinicola said.
"They might implement what
we tell them or just say this

• T-SHIRTS
• VISORS
• SWEATERS
• JACKETS
• SWEATSHIRTS
• GYM SHORTS
AND ALL OTHER APPAREL AT:

(student opinion) is what students
have in mind, instead of waiting for
them to show ideas through acts of
civil disobedience," Zinicola said.
He also said he intends to ask
White House officials at the
meeting about possible implementation of a college deferment program similar to the
program in operation during the
Vietnam conflict prior to 1987.
ZINICOLA SAID he hopes to get
as much information as possible
about registration and other issues

On ths chsf's salad, that is. Just buy
a small or large chsf's salad on
Tuesday from 11 a.m. to midnight and gat
a FREE CUP OF HOMEMADE SOUP I
At Pogllal's East and South I

toofioi's

EAST
^
440 E. Court 352-1596

SOUTH
945 S. Main 352-7571

OPEN AT 11 A.M.

get a taste of WBGUfm

Fries said he was surprised at
the conniving of the networks for a

Tuesday,
the soup is on
the chef.

PERSONALIZED APPAREL

"WARM UP
WITH US"

"I was impressed with the
magnitude at which the media
operated over there," Pat Fries, a
University senior majoring in
journalism who helped with the
documentary, said, noting that
each network sent about 25
correspondents and technicians.
"I got a pretty general impression
on what it was like to be there," he
said.

story. For example, John Cochran,
an NBC correspondent, told the
Iranian government that his
contract with the network had
expired and that he had signed with
the BBC. The story was false and
used just to stay in the country.
Guy Vogrin, another student
who helped with the documentary
said the reporters came across as
just people who "responded to a
situation and.. .did what they had
to do as a job."

from page 1

these campuses and get it instead
of bringing student body presidents
to the White House," Zinicola said.
"The sentiments of the students
are very important at this time and
I'm sure they (government officials) will want to know what they
are," he said.

j WHY NOT GIVE A
' REMEMBRANCE
OF THE BEST KIND!

tn> rr] f CAMPUS
V cLUc £ CORNER

clusion of women from combat.
"He believes it's very important
that both men and women
register," Catharine Prendergast,
Glenn's press aide, said.
U.S. Sen. Howard Metzenbaum's
(D-Ohio) press secretary, Roy
Meyers, had said earlier that
Metzenbaum has not committed
himself on draft registration.

discussed at the meeting to better
present the issues to University
students.
"It's more for our benefit for us to
leam what is going on and what our
opinions, as students, mean to the
government," Zinicola said.
"Hopefully, 111 be able to meet
someone there to contact whenever
I need to learn what is going on
with an issue and so I can relate
this information to the University
community ."Zinicola said.
"Everyone is better off for
knowing more," he said.

PUBLIC FORUM
"SHOULD THE UNIVERSITY
CONVERT FROM A
QUARTER TO EARLY
SEMESTER SCHEDULE?"
COME AND EXPRESS
YOUR POINT OF VIEW!
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1980
9 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY UNION BALLROOM'"

Members of the University
Ad Hoc Committee on Calendar
Change will be present to answer
questions and listen to
your opinions.

COMPLETE INVENTORY

TUBDAYNKHT
BFAMKYMOHTII

CLEARANCE
SALE

gjfllj

ON ALL SPORTING GOODS
AND CLOTHES IN STOCK
LOCKER ROOM
SPORTING
GOODS

Cinema 1*2
STARTLE
YOUR
SENSES'

I lit. HAN JI14J4I

with a cup of hot chocolate, coffee or tea
and T-Shirts

ONLY 10 cents!
Everyday this week 8:30 am - 4:30 pm

F floor-U. Hall
wbgu 88.1

m

* All ADIDAS SHOES

»\ ow

* ADIDAS "STARS"
* NIKE' SHOES
«tx Off
* AU WILSON SHOES
ic, on
* All CONVERSE SHOES »s on
* AU WARM-UP SUITS
MX Off
* WINTER OUTER WEAR
»\ o»
* AU OlOVES t MITTENS ,s OH
* TIM1ERIAND SOOTS
m on
* AU SASESAll CLOTHING,,-. o»
* HACK RAOUfTRAUS
10% on
* HAQUETBAUS
nN «.
* All HOCKEY EQUIPMENT WN o»
M_. iw. . r—>
"""L — — . .
«*in
otovft a rAM

7.30 pod
1.40 p m.

LS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS:

Terms to extend from Spring 1980 to Spring 1981
• BG News position applications available in BG
news office (106 University Hall)
• Key position applications available in the
Key office or Journalism school office
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FEB. 22, 1980 - HURRY!
iijimijjjjijjjjjj.ijjj.ijj».u^^

»

WILLIAM SHATNER
LEONARD NIMOV
D.FOREST KELLIY

The Precision Haircut
Explained Precisely.

THE UNIVERSITY PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE

EDITOR, BG NEWS
BUSINESS MANAGER, BG NEWS
EDITOR, THE KEY

TREK TACULAR!
AMERICAS
»1 FILM
EXPERIENCE.

Wednesday, Feb. 13
Side Door
50«
Admission

th

Because your head is unique, the way your hair
grows is equally unique. Really quite different from
every one else's.
Precision haircutting is a technique for cutting
the hair in harmony with the way it grows. Your
hair eventually grows out but it doesn't lose its
shape with a precision haircut. Consequently your
haircut will look as good after five days as it does
after five minutes. And because the hair falls
naturally into place you won't have to keep fussing
with it. Usually a shake of the head does it.
At Command Performance we shampoo,
precision-cut and blow dry your hair for fourteen
dollars, whether you're a gal or a guy And no
appointments are ever necessary
We also offer permanent waves, coloring,
frosting and conditioning. But we really shine with
precision And so will you

3RD
FUNFILLED
WEEK!
-THE
ELECTRIC
HORSEMAN'

ROBERT
REDFORD
IANE
FONDA

Si

7:30 Hid
9:35 p.m.
COMING
SOON I
-QOI NO

M

STYLE-

THE

ELECTRIC
HORSEMAN

..... m

CLA-ZEL

6tmui4 <PerfenMMee!
THE HAIRCUTTING PLACI

I to Nsw Rinks si 1680 North Main
At Main Entrsnos across from Fo«i Thsatrs
1

FriiiymMr*n^¥*vt<»-f<Tf

At 3W sntrsnes opposite Ohio CHUsns Trust

10 porcon*. discount for BG siudonte on snv
~"-s.. no spool nt mont svor nssdsdl!

FAMILY
FUN!
SLEEPINO
BEAUTY

f .WAIT IHSN.FYS

SL-EEPING

BEAuTy
w^„.

► '
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Iran no longer demands shah
by The Atiocieted Press

Iranian President Abolhassan
Bani Sadr was quoted yesterday by
a French newspaper as saying his
government is no longer demanding return of the deposed shah
before the release of the American
hostages, which could occur
"perhaps even in the coming
days."
In Tehran, Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini marked the first anniversary of his Islamic revolution in
Iran by vowing to continue battle
against "the ruthless devourer,"
the United States. He made no
mention of the hostages, who
marked their 100th day in captivity.
Masses of jubilant Iranians

Hate

celebrated the revolution's anniversary with a victory parade
through Tehran. The crush was so
great a grandstand collapsed, killing one person and injuring 66 persons, including four who were
hospitalized, Tehran radio said.
It said three other persons in the
crowd were killed when they were
hit by a tank during the parade of
security forces.
ACCORDING TO the Paris
newspaper Le Monde, Bani Sadr
said the release of the hostages was
possible, "perhaps even in the coming days," if the U.S. government
acknowledged its "crimes" in Iran
over the past quarter century and
pledged to stay out of Iranian affairs.
It must

right to "obtain the extradition of
the shah and the restitution of his
fortunes," Bani Sadr was quoted as
saying.
He said he was waiting for Khomeini to make a decision on the
proposal, perhaps in the next few
days. The militants' opinion on the
proposal was not known.
The official Pars news agency
said Bani Sadr had been misquoted
but did not say what the alleged
misquote was.
IN WASHINGTON, State Depertment spokesman Hodding Carter
said the United States will not
"profess guilt" for its record in
Iran as part of a deal to win release
of the hostages. Carter ruled out
that possibility when he was asked

/Sgj

I . stock K^t

Resume Typesetting
352-3538

\ in America.:]
"FAMTLVOR"
HEALTH
PROBLEMS?
For confidential
guidance, call the
Community Chest
Information &
Referral Center
at 244-3728

r
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I

It's Still Time to Get Year
Personalized Shirt!!!

Deagi Your Own,
Or Use Our Art To m
Create A Gift For VM
Your Sweetheart!
^

I
I
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about the statement by Bani Sadr.
Carter had no further comment on
the American efforts to release the
hostages.
According to the newspaper,
Bani Sadr also said:
-He had made a separate proposal that the Americans be
removed In the next few days from
the guard of the Islamic militants
to a third party. He said that, too,
would have to be approved by the
Revolutionary Council which he
heads, as well as by Khomeini.
HE WOULD "never resort" to
violence against the Islamic
militants. "In the case of a
divurgence of views, I would eventually go to the U.S. Embassy to
convince them to fall in line with
my view."

IjOalstoru 'Photography
Specializing in Portraits

14810 Freyman Rd.
Cygnet, Ohio

J

D.J. SHOPS, INC
115 W. Merry Bowling Green
352-9157 Dorothy Joyce, Owner

352-1006

MIDDLETOWN, Pa.(AP)-Radioactive water leaked for nearly two
hours inside the damaged Three Mile Island nuclear power plant
yesterday, but authorities said it appeared no radioactive material
was released outside the facility.
"The leak has been Isolated and stopped," said John Collins, head of
operations at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's office here.
State officials said water had leaked at a maximum rate of nine
gallons per minute between 12:55 p.m. and 2:40 p.m.
"I understand it came from a pump within the auxiliary building,"
said Ken McKee, a spokesman for General Public Utilities, the plant's
owner. "Apparently there are higher man normal levels of radioactivity within the auxiliary building. There Is nothing outside the
building."
The auxiliary building, which adjoins the building that houses the
severely damaged reactor, was immediately evacuated. There was no
immediate word on how many workmen were inside or if anyone was
exposed to radioactivity.

Brookdale Stables

+ WELL ALSO PRINT ON
YOUR "PERSONAL"ITEMS!!

Special Senior prices
Dennis R. Walston, C.P.P.
Northwest Ohio Photographer
ol the Year, 1980
1167 Napoleon Rd., BG.

Radioactive water leaks
at Three Mile Island

Horse around for credif?
Register for Spring Classes
Western Horsemanship 146 or 246
* Spring hayrides and party ladles
* IraDridino
• Ion-credit evening classes and Saturday children's classes
available through Continuing Education.
for more information, call

655-2193 (local call)

Expert
_
Foreign Car
kfr-w f, Repairs
When you need top Imported or American car
cere, truet it to ue. We'll handle it quickly,
efficiently, and economically1

SPENCER AUTO SERVICE
Phone 353-0171
420 Clough SI.

Bowling Green, OH

Resume Typesetting
352-3538

No. 1
MANAGEMENT
Preferred Properties Co.
Houses, Apts., Efficiencies
Ph. 352-9378 at
Cherry Wood Club
Office daHy Mon.-Fri. &
Sat. afternoon in Feb.

All we want you
to do is supervise 150
people and a
multi-million dollar
operation.

PERSONALIZED
HAIR
STYLING

And do it well.
That's the kind ol job a General
Manager ol a Hills Department
Store has on his. or her. hands.
And it takes a special kind ol
person to do it.
We're looking lor talented,
hard working college graduates
to be the new generation ol Hills
General Managers It means long
hours and relocation, but it can
be a rewarding career.
We have one ol the most
advanced training programs in
the industry It's designed around
a Career Advancement Program

Come in for on individualized consultation on a personalised
hoirjfyle — designed
to suit your facial
structure, hair type.
body proportions and
lifestyle. Coll us today.

that has seen a number ol our
Assistant Managers becoming
GM's in less time than almost any
other major retailer.
II you'd be interested in hearing
more about the outstanding
opportunities Hills has to oiler,
why not talk to one ol us.
Just bring your resume to the
placement oltice. so we're certain
to see you when we're on your
campus
Well be there on February 19
Contact your placement office
for details.

the
ARRANGEMENT
123 E. Court

Wkngarti

Harvey Dolliver

352-4101

Jess raly

■ONGA'IHUnOATliU tPM WOMIAH l'»

We use and recommend

^REDKEN

).-tl lliMtnk
products
lv. I) Murphy

THE COMMUTER-OFF-CAMPUS
ORGANIZATION
ANNOUNCES ITS ACTIVITIES
FOR CHARITY WEEK
• 35' Hot Dog Sale
12-2 all week

• Slave Sale
noon-1:30 Tuesday

• Gong Show
noon on Thursday

$5

Taix with us about your future.
!I(T.

c.o.c.o.

$10
PRIZES

$15

FEATURING CELEBRITY JUDGES
John Welnert, Bill Bess, and Greg Decrane

ALL EVENTS HELD IN
THE COMMUTER CENTER

placement
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classified,
-otl red case with keys 4, mlsc
In Math sci. bidg on 14 Call

urwt-nm
Lost I bird mid net between
Stadium I Wooster pkg. loi on

ULCajiHUffii
Loan 20 Inch gold nacklaca In nil
St vicinity. Reward 175 Call Jeff

Htaa,
Found allvar bracelet Sun on
Troup St. call Panlaa at 352 4431.
Found lot Mack kitten wearing
•ed collar with | Ingle ball!.
Found near WBGU TV. Call

HfclZfi.
[IBM
l desperately need a ride to lay
Village or vicinity . Thurs. Fab
U. Can leave altar *pm. Lynn

2JOt
HBVICES OWIIIID
Lama Day Typesetting Service
Bn Man Joes, ■ring ui Vaur
tesumes, Reeerts, Indexes.
Manuals. Farms. Fregrami And
uiittmi. 41 Typa Paces
UvuKWe. Call THe Platlends

rrftf MnnHW, wnm,.
(NIE"S WRECKER SIR[VICE, in ■. COURT ST. BOWL
NO OKEEN. Call !« a»41.
»FT1R l;W MMWI.
Sound Machine has music lor
every typa of party. Auditions
available In our studio. Call
Larry 352 1887,
Pregnancy Aid 4. understanding
EMPA. 352 5451 ft 247 4439

imw,
S354.00 Weakly Guarented. Work
3 hours dally at home (S17S.00 for
one hour daily). Fraa brochure.
W.P.B 175 Harrison Ave. BY
Birth control, fast for pregnancy.
VD. early abortion at loledo
Medical Services
Call M19)

ZQ aiTT t°r an (pot,
ptmowAU
The singing Telegram. A perfect
way to surprise, ambarass ft
humiliate your favorite person,
prof, boss, or roomy. Order In the
union Foyer today ft tomorrow
between 10-3. Any questions? Pat
Furrey at 132-2744.
LIL' MUZZY I PROMISED
YOU'D MAKE IT ft YOU DIDI
CONORATULATIONS ON GO
1 ACTIVEII L.I.T.B. BIO

MJ.
This Wednesday Night Is
WFAL'S Night at Bolangles with
"High Society" SI.00 cover
charne-Baars-iforl. Betherel
WATCN OUT FOR THE MAN
WATCHING THE ROLLER
COASTER..
IRISH HARPS. Various sites.
Easy to play. Sylvia Woods, Box
34531, Los Anoeles. CA woae.
Steak night tonight 4pm till close.
Rib eye, chopped ft ham steak
dinners at Richard's Corner Kit
than, Cjough ft. Ma. In.
^^
BG Swlmmln' woman-The final
days art coming to a close, ft
state meat will probably come
right down to the nose. But don't
you worry-don*! you fret, 'causa
we're coming back with our
SEVENTH title yet! I I love you
all-bast of luck-beeeere we go!
Cjtty Bu|,
RIDE
UAO'S
ROLLERCOASTER THIS WEEKEND
AND YOU COULD BE BIDING
CEDAR
POINT'S
NEXT
QUARTER.
Oat ready Alpha Phi's If s almost
bare. FORMAL TIME is Hie bast
time ol the year. The Seniors will
show you haw Ifs done, we'll
have a formal mars number
BHi
All dinners tonight Include
23 item salad bar, so stop by for
STEAK NIGHT at Richard's Cornar Kitchen.
Delts-dinner was delicious the
hosts couldn't have bean more
gracious the ice skating party
ended a tantestic evening! Let's
do It again sometime! Thank you
Celts for a wonderful time! Love.
Lil SUtes.

•10 JACKIE. I'm so pram fa be
a part ol yaar lamiiy. YavrTa a
fantastic persenlll Thanks ler
making my past birthday '.•Iraspecial Leaking forward la me
toed limes ahead XI Love-Llr

JJU,
RIDE
UAO'S
ROLLERCOASTER
THIS WEEKEND AND YOU
COULD
BE RIDING KINO'S ISLAND'S
NEXT QUARTER.
AT LASTI A Valentine gilt mat
does not wilt er make you tat. A
portrait gift certificate frem
WHatew fllM94jrtl»r- ttt-lWtCongratulations Sharrl on your
Alpha XI Delta- Sigma Chi
lavalierlng to Sieve XI Love,

ywr AiBtn xi .itttft.

LIL'
CHERYL
-CONORATULATIONS ON GOING
ACTIVE I - NOW WEREN'T
THE SACRIFICES WORTH
LOVE IN THE BONDS. YOUR
BIO-MMLENA.
MacOonald Quad BEWARE!
The Fabulous Frequency finder
will bo there sometime today
Stay tuned to WFAL 4(0 AM ft
win T-shirts. glH certificates ft
much morel But you got to listen
to win! WFAL THE AM THAT
ISN'T,
carol Hursh. Koap up ma good
wort In track. We wish you the
best of luck. Love, The Golden
HMCTi.
WANTED
Desperate!! I F. rmte. Spr. qtr.
SI00 mo. urn. Includ. Vary close
to campus-near Ditto's. Call

Marketing Club would like
to thank the Depi of Marketing ft
The Placement Office tor their
support of Career Awareness

NewlQYt Ajitfc «4J gtr, IB «»1.

Weak.
L.O., L.D.. V. Day Is near but
have no tear, we'll be In better
shape next yaar! Just keep W-W
in mind for Sprlngl C.Y. Care to

Shaxa? K.C
Don't forget Steak Night tonight
at Richard's Corner Kitchen.
Cktupft ft Main.

«-»»ttttf »m,
F. rmta. needed

Spr.

Qtr.

We Will Buy Gold Rlngsl

354-1744.
F. rmta. Own bdrm. Greenvtew
ABB), Call M2«B0,
1 M rmte. for Spr. Qtr. to share
upstairs ol house. S275 par qtr.

ROLLERCOASTERI RIDE IT
IN THE MAIN AUDITORIUM
THIS FRIDAY.

1 M. rmta. needed lor 80 41 school
yr. Mt. Varnon Apia. Call Gary or
Ka»ln2-l4a3arTlm2l»7s.

Bath, the road trip to Kenyon was
fun. Lars do It again next
quarter. PS. No all nighters this
quarter| Leva, ll| Klthy,

3S3 3474,

To All Phi Pal Brothers, thank for
accepting us as Pledges. You're
Wit BTtBtttt, WlOttf P-edgef,—
Thanks to Denlse Bererdi. our
Pledge Trainer ft The Phi Commlttee lor all the love ft Support
you gave us through pledging.
We think you're the bast. Love,
PHI MV P«" P|4do/|t,

F. rmte. needed to share apt.
Summer ft 40 41 year. Call

RESUME
TYPESETTINO
3S3-3SW,

2 F. rritas. needed for
school y,ar. Call 352 33+e,

40 41

1 F. rmte. Immed. S40 a mo. Call

1 F. rmte. needed. Spr. Qtr. Vary
ctoea to campus. 352 4340.

CAREER AWARENESS WEEK.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
DISCUSSED BY REPRESENTATIVES FROM AREA FIRMS.
FEB. 12 ADVERTISING DAY.
f:00AM-WLQR
RADIO:
14:04AM
TOLEDO BLADE,
11:44AM ROOT ADVERTISING;
1:04PM. WTOL-TV (II); 2:00
DON LEA ADVERTISING
AOENCY; J:00 FAHLGREN ft
FERRIS ADVERTISING AOENCY. ALL PRESENTATIONS
WILL BE PRESENTED ON
THE 3RD FLOOR OP UNION.

run »

OPEN TO

Atir

Chris. Welcome to our BARF
club. You outstood them all.
Break a lag skiing, signed, the
Victim.
Singing ft dancing telegrams for
tbat special occasion. 152 4552
BftarWffl.
Year portrait m keauttfel pastels
By a professional artist. Plan
ahead for Mother's Day. Only
tsa.as. ra-mi.
Prepare for 34 hours of solid tun,
once the Phi Mu Formal has
Baessa Feb. 31.

round. Europe. S. America,
Australia, Asia. Etc. All Fields.
S500-SI.200 monthly. Expanses
paid. Sightseeing. Free info
Write: IJC, Box 52-11 Corona Dal
Mer.CA.na2S.
COUNSELORS;
CAMP
WAZIYATAH FOR OIRLS.
HARRISON. MAINE. OPENINGS; Tennis (varsity or skilled
players); Swimming (WSI).
Boating, Canoeing, Selling;
Watarskllng; Gymnastics; Archery. Team Sports; Arts ft
Crafts:
Theatre Director
(musicals). Pianist; Pioneering
ft Trips; Secretary. Season: June
21
to
August
21.
Write
(ENCLOSE DETAILS AS TO
YOUR SKILLS. ETC.) Director,
BOX 153. Groat Neck. N.Y. 11022.
Telephone; 514-422 4323. FACULTY INQUIRIES INVITED RE
DEPT. HEAD POSITIONS IN
AJOVE ACTIVITIES.
S370 /Thousand for envelopes you
mall Postage Paid. Free. W.P.B.
475 Harrison Ave. B-Z Columbus.
Ohio 43215.
babysitter Mon , Tues. Thurs.
Noon 3pm Own car. Call 372-211*
em's or 352-3115 Pffl.

RESUME
TYPESETTINO

IIMMI.

Married couple to be house
parents for a group home for
retarded boys. Near Oak Harbor.
Call 423 3043.
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer-year

Christie, Happy ltth. Hope you
had a groat time celebrating.
You'd batter recover before your
Wad. 1:30. Love. Carlv ft Honda.
BGSU

Murray Hotel.
Macklnac Island. Michigan
needs cooks, maintenance,
pianists, bartenders, and personnel tor rotation between food
preparation, waltrasslng, and
housekeeping.
Full
lima
housekeeping available. Sand
complete resume, work experlence. recent photo, social
security number and first and
last Bay available to wort to 3JI2
Green Rd. Ann Arbor. Mich.
44105. Continuously hiring
through September.
SUMMER.

M. rmte. for Spr. Qtr. S93 mo. ft
elec. Cable TV ft indoor swimm
Ino pool. Call Jim at 352-0154.

FOR SALE
1*70 Ford LTD. Runs good. Make
offer. Ph. 354-1545.
Advertise Your Unwanted Items
Far Free la The Fiatiends
Trader Newspaper. Pay a Commission Only II Your Item Sells.
Call 152 3534
75,4*4 Readers
Stewart Mac Donald 5-atrlng ban
|o with case. Superb cond.

•US.

352J90A
Valentine gifts: Hand-made, per
sonallzed, red satin pillows. 3
sizes available. Bowling Pin
Clown Dolls ft Monkey dolls
choice of colors. Order early.
Will ShIO. 444-4473.

atatt

I F. rmte. needed I Close to cam
pus. $2*4 qtr. includes all util.

fill liaHliti
SUMMER
ROOMMATES
NEEDEOII (3-3) Furn. has.
Cheap, own roams avail. 714 E.
Wpgtter, IH-HW,

FOR HINT
MUST subis. 2 bdrm. apt. Spr.
Qtr. Indoor Pool ft Rec Canter.

I F. rmte. needed to sublet apt.
for Spr. Qtr. Good roommates.
Call 152 77M.

3 bdrm apt. to subls. Greenview
Apts. Call 152-0540.
THURSTIN APARTMENTS.

1 F. rmta. needed for Spr. Qtr.
sao mo. access to pool. Call

AIR-CONTITIONED, FULLY
CARPETBO. CABLE-VISION,
EFFICIENCY ft LAUNDRY

Matin'taHIIBt,
F. rmte. for Wtr. ft Spr. qtrs.
close to campus, call 352-3751.

era flit,

1

M. rmte. needed Spr. qtr. $325
qtr. Pool. AC Call 354 us*
Helpfyl to hf v« car or Dike.
HELP WANTED

Cloaa to campus. Call 353 4**i.

FACILITIES. flOW LEASINO
FOR SUMMER ft FALL 451
THURSTIN AVE. 113-4143.
3 bdrm. apt*, for 4 students. Near
caannue. Ph. 152 71*5.
424 SIXTH STREET. 2 bedroom
modern apartments, fully tur
nlshed. now renting for Fall. 1*40
a quarter plus electric. Please
call Newlove Realty at 152 5143.

At Last: A Valentine gift that
does not wilt or make you tat. A
portrait gift certlllcate frem
Woltton Photography. 352)444.

RESUME
TYPESETTINO
M2-JSM

Customized T Shirts, Jerseys ft
Sportswear. Group rates for date
parties, hall parties, fraternity ft
sarorlfy. Low Cost. Past
Delivery. Call Tim at 333-3474.

Employment Available. June
Sept. Kitchen, bartenders,
housekeeping, bike shop, dining
room, front desk. Write Iroquols
Hotel. Macklnec Island. Mich.

Campus Manor now renting for
summer. Special Rates. AC. Pti
1H-WM or 352 7345 eves.

"SUMMER JOBS' OFFSHORE
OILFIELD OPPORTUNITIES'
A publication by a veteran
descriptions
13 4.440 average
summer wages with meals ft
lodging furnished. Sand (S lo
Commercial Enterprises, Ltd...

4*757 for an application.
SALES REPRESENTATIVE.
A national company, the leader
In Irs specialized market, has an
Immediate opening for a college
educated sell starter In the Bowl
Ing Groan area. Excellent oppor-

Houses, apts. ft rooms
Summer ft fall rentals.

Eg« WW7, LaHrent. LA r*H3."
V-Day Is tatting closer-have you
gal your singing telegram ardor
inr Order today Hi the Union
Foyer between 10 3. All kinds of
songs for all kinds ol people.
Questions contact Pal Purrey

warn

___^_

tunity for a college senior to
begin part-time ft work toward a
full-time career In sales or
management. Company paid
training In Dallas. Texas ft
outstanding Income potential.
For Interview sand detailed
resume to Mr. Kinder. PO Box
3*232. Columbus. Ohio 43239

SPECIAL NOTICE: Requests for some type
of standardization In resumes and data sheets
have prompted the University Placement
Services to require candidates signing up for
interviews to complete and present at the
lima of signup a
STANDARD
DATA
SHEET ". for each organization with which
he/she wishes to interview

BUSINESS:
S-lt-((
GOLD Cl RCLE STORES < a)
Worthlngton. OH-ASSISTANT BUYER: B/M
Mkt., Ret., Mar. and June Grads.
INTERNAL AUDIT. STAFF ACCT., FINANCIAL ANALYST: B/Acct., Mar. and June
Grads.
HILLS DEPT. STORES (*)
Canton, OH RETAIL MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE: BS/BA All Valors, Mar. and
June Grads.
CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK (•)
Cleveland. OH BRANCH MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE: any Bus. m«|or. Mar, June, Aug.
Grads
JOHN HANCOCK INSURANCE (a)
Toledo, OH SALES MANAGEMENT: B/M
Ins.. Fin.. Mktg., Bus. Adm., Econ., Acct.,
Dae., Mar., June, Aug. Grads.
ITT
NORTH
(•)
Columbus. OH APPLIED RESEARCH ft
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: B/M Electronic Tech., Mar.. June. Aug. APPLIED
RESEARCH ft PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: B/M Comp. Scl., Mar.. June, Aug.
grads.
MOORE BUSINESS FORMS (a)
Sylvanla. OH-SALES REPRESENTATIVE:
B/M Mktg., Dec., Mar., June Grads.
SHILLITO-5 (.1
Cincinnati,
OH
MERCHANDISE
TRAINEE: B/M Rat., Fashion March..
Sell/Sales. Mat. with Interest In Ret.
TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY (•)
Toledo, OH ASSISTANT ANALYST:
B/Acct.. Comp. Scl.

UNION CARBIDE (a)
Wayne. NJ ACCOUNTING TRAINEE:
B/Acct.. June Grads. PRODUCTION
SUPERVISION: B/Bus. related maiors,
June Grads.
WESTINGHOUS ELECTRIC CORP (a)
Pittsburgh. PA -FINANCIAL MANAGE
MENT TRAINEE: B/Acct, Mar., June, Aug.
Grads.
3-2M4
ADP NETWORK SERVICES. INC. la)
Ann Arbor. Ml PROGRAM ANALYST B/M
Comp. Scl., MIS., Dec., Mar.. June, Aug.
Grads.
OELCO PRODUCTS. DIV. OF G.M. (a)
Dayton.
OH- PRODUCTION
CON
TROL/MATERIAL HANDLING/PRODUC
TION SUPERVISOR: B/M Prod, ft Oper.
Proc. ft Mat.. Oac.. Mar.. June Grads.
FIDELITY UNION LIFE (a)
Columbus, OH SALES REP.. SALES
MANAGER, STAFF MANAGER: B/Sales,
Mkt., Ins.. Dec.. Mar.
B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY (a)
Akron, OH ACCOUNTING CAREER
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: B/Acct..
Dae., Mar., June, Aug. Grads.
J. C. PENNEY COMPANY (a)
Birmingham. Ml- INTERNAL AUDITOR:
B/Acct., Oac.. Mar., June, Aug. Grads. 150
par cant travel)
R. SHRIVER ASSOCIATES (*)
Troy, MI-JR. CONSULTANT/PROGRAM
MER/ANALYST: BBA Gen. Bus. with In
terest In Comp. Scl., Mar., June, Aug. Grads.
STROUSS(a)
Youngstown, OH ASST. BUYER TRAINEE:
B/M Rat., Fash. March.. Bus. malor
w/lnferest In Ret., Mar., June Grads.
U.S. AIR FORCE (*)
Bowling Green. OH COMMISSIONED AS
2ND LT.i Any Major emphasis In Cham.,
Blol , Phy.

2-21-M
VICKS HEALTH CARE (a)
Falrfleld. OH INTERNSHIP: Sales. Mktg.
2-34-44
UARCO, INC I • I
Toledo, OH-SALES REPRESENTATIVE:
B/M Selling ft Sales. Mktg.

MM
BOWMAN DISTRIBUTION.
BARNES GROUP, INC. I*)
Cleveland, OH SALES REP., DIRECT
SALES: B/Mktg., Selling ft Sales, Mar.,
June. Aug. grads.

3-22-4
FORO MOTOR COMPANY ( a )
Dearborn, Ml -SYSTEMS ANALYST:
IB/M.I.S.. Camp. Scl.. Mar.. June Grads.
2 21*4
ERNST ft WHINNEY (a)
Cleveland. OH STAFF ACCOUNTANT: B/M]
Acct.. June, Aug. grads.
THE GAP STORES (a)
San Bruno, CA MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
B/Ret. Mgmt.. Fash. March. Mar.. June
Aug. Grads.
THE PROCTOR ft GAMBLE CO. (a)
Cincinnati. OH SALES MANAGEMENT
B/M Sailing ft Sales Mgmt, Mar., June. Aug
Grads.
3 22*4
ALCAN SHEET ft GAMBLE PLATE CO I a
Cleveland, OH MARKETING with lnteres|
in Ind. Sales.
HUNTINGTON BANK OF TOLEDO (a)
Toledo. OH MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
B/Fln„ Acct.. Mar.. June, Aug. Grads.
KOBACKER STORES. INC. (a)
Columbus. OH DISTRIBUTOR: B/Purch
Proc. ft Mat. Mgmt.. Mar.. June Grads.
SCHOOLS
3-14-40
WOOSTER CITY SCHOOLS (a)
Wooster. OH--ELEM. EDUC, L.D., EMR
SCI.. MATH. SEC. SOCIAL STUD.. SEC
MUS , (VOC. ft INST). SEC. ART. SEC
PHYS. ED.
2-2KI
NORTHEAST INDIANA
SPECIAL
EDUC.
CO-OPERATION]
la ) ANY SPECIAL EDUC.
2-l»e»
2-2*44
ELYRIA CITY SCHOOLS (*)
Elyrla, OH MATH, SCI., IND. ARTS. HOME
EC. ART. LD, EMR, ELEM.. ENO., COMP
BUS., DEC. MAR.. JUNE ORAOS.
2-21*0
SOUTH-WESTERN CITY SCHOOLS (a)
Grove city, OH- TEACHING POSITIONS
All Areas
. COLEGIO NUEVA GRANADA
Bogota. Colombia- MID SCHL. PRIN.. H.s
PRIN.. MATH 14-12). SCI.. (4-12) ESP
CHEM/PHYS.. ENG„ (4-12) INCL. ESL)
MUSIC, K 5; MUSIC. 4-12; SOC STUD.. (-12
ELEM. 15; PHYS. EDUC. KI2; ART, K-12;
ALL DEC. 79, MAR. JUNE (0 GRADS
(a) DENOTES PERMANENT RESIDENT
OF THE U.S.A.

wtmiii

1 F. to sublet apt. Spr Qtr. Will
negotiate rent. 353-4*40 after
2 P. rmtes. needed Spr. Nonsmoker please Forrest Apts.

Sign up on Wednesday. February 4. 1*40 and
Thursday, February 7, 1940, for the following
schedules! Sign-Up will be held on Wednes
day from ; » ( oo a.m., for non-school
schedules (Business, Government, Agencies,
and Graduate Schools), In the forum of the
Student Services Bidg. Sgn up for school
schedules will be held Thursday, from
4:00 4:30 p m. A data sheet must be turned "■
at the time of Sign-Up for each schedule

2 bdrm. furn. apt.

724 am St.

aaa*i
PH, IH-fUfi
NEWLOVE APARTMENTS
(24 Sixth St. 2 bdrm. fum. 1*40
qtr. plus elec.
324 E. Marry. 1 bdrm. duplex.
$440 qtr. plus all util.
Hovt S. Main St. 2 bdrm. S400 qtr.
plus gas ft elec.
Ml 4th St. 2 bdrm. house. S2S0
mo. plus all util.
(25 am St. 3 bdrm. house. S37S
mo. plus all util.
For More Information Call

They said
tuberculosis
was hopeless.
They said

polio

was hopeless.
They said
smallpox
was hopeless.
Cancer
is only
a disease.
Even when most
people considered the
struggle against polio
hopeless, the people
who worked in
medical research
believed they would
someday find the
answer.
The same was true
for tuberculosis. And
for smallpox. The
same is true for cancer

American
Cancer I
Societyf
We want to
cure cancer
in your lifetime.

rttTrtW.RMltYM.lt.,

1980 L!^ii^!iLJ^li!Jl>
I
February 23,1980 in the Student Union

FIVE GUEST SPEAKERS WILL DISCUSS:
-MOTIVATION and the ABILITY to INFLUENCE
-LEADERSHIP in a FORMAL HIERARCHIAL
SYSTEM
-HOW to DEAL with CONFLICT
-CONDUCTING EFFICIENT MEETINGS and
PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE
-HOW to DEVELOP a LONG RANGE
GOAL PLAN
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN ALL RESIDENCE HALLS FRATERNITY AND
SORORITY HOUSES AND IN 425 STUDENT SERVICES
OPEN TO ALL
^^"BUSINESS MAJORS WILL NOT WANT TO MISS THIS CONFERENCE

(AD the pizza and salad you can eat
lor only $2.79.
Just make your selection from the constant flow of fresh and different
pizzas at the buffet. Ail you want. And. you can make as many trips
to the salad bar as you want. That's how it is
at the Pizza bin Family Nile Buffet.
Adults $2.79 Kids 10 and under 15C a year Every Tuesday

IIKJIH

from 5:00 to 900 p.m.

Tatae stock in AiTierka.
(Buy US. Savings BomUl

Pizza inn <i
More than jus,t a
pLEWI place.

fi
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Six straight wins

BG gymnasts roll over Miami

Women tankers whip Eastern
by Kan Koppaf
■tatt reporter

records and is a member of
three record holding relay
teams, shattered Lauri Nichols
old mark by almost two and a
half seconds, the 17th varsity
record set this year.
"THAT WAS the first time I
swam it (the 500) this year,"
Oberlin said. "I swam it once
last year. I felt good the whole
way. I was shocked when he
(Stubbs) told me my time."
The Toledo resident said she
was going to tell Stubbs not to
enter her in the event.
"I thought this was
ridiculous," she said of the idea
of being in that swim. "I'm not
going to swim it at state meet, so
why should I swim it now."
After a team meeting Sunday,
Oberlin was told shell be in the
SOOatCSU.

knew we could win. The people
Wbre allowed to swim a lot of
events In preparation for the
state meet."
Having the swimmers participate in events they normally
don't compete in, saw the
Falcons capture only a few first
place showings. But depth
carried the swimmers to the
win.
Lisa Fry, after being out with
mononucleosis, won the onemeter event diving competition
and finished second in the threemeter event.
STUBBS ASSESSED' the best
swim of night" as Holly
Oberlin's record-breaking time
of 5:12.52 in the 500-yard
freestyle.
The senior tri-captaln, who
already holds two varsity

The result of a final tuneup
appears to have Bowling
Green's women's swimming
team in fine condition for the
championship race.
The Falcons handily topped
Eastern Michigan Friday, 83-97,
in their final dual meet of the
year.
The victory, BG's sixth
straight, puts the swimmers'
mark at 8-2 heading into defense
of its state title at Cleveland
State, February 15-17.
THE ONLY thing that kept the
score fairly close was the
strategy invoked by BG coach
TomStubbs.
"They (EMU) had some good
swimmers, but not enough,"
Stubbs said. "It was a meet we

Men swimmers lose to Miami
by Pat Kennedy
staff reporter

With the exception of three
events, everything went as planned
in Saturday's men's swimming
contest between Bowling Green
and Miami.
But those events - the 1,000-yard
freestyle, the 50 freestyle and the
100 freestyle-resulted in three
two-point swings and gave the Redskins a 61-52 win.
"If those three things (events)
would have gone our way," BG
coach Tom Stubbs said, "we would
have had our 58 points and we'd
have been in business." Fifty-seven
points are needed to win a dual
meet.
"Everything else went as planned," Stubbs said.
THE FALCONS captured the 400
medley relay to open the meet.

before Miami's Mark Harington
and John Ritter captured the
number one and two positions In the
1,000 freestyle. Bitter's time of
10:16.752 nosed out BG's Pat
Sugrue at 10:16.796.
In the 50 freestyle, Miami's Scott
Marshman and Paul Hobos captured the one and two positions with
times of :21.64 and :22.25, nipping
Jeff Wolf at :22.30, while in the 100
freestyle, Matt Lenhart was nipped
by Marshman :48.47 to :48.98.
"Matt Lenhart swam a super 200
(freestyle)," Stubbs said, "then on
the 100, be missed the turn again like he did at Kent. He would have
been first
"We figured we had to win the
first relay because we didn't feel
we would win the last relay. The
guys in the last relay swam well,
but it wasn't quite enough."
THE FALCONS also scored on

Lenhart's victory in the 200
freestyle, Gregg Reinmann's second in the 200 individual medley,
Ed McCoy's third in the 200 butterfly, Brian Soltis' and Ben Gohlke's
one-two finish in the 200
backstroke, Sugrue's third in the
500 freestyle, and the one-three
finish by Bellino and Reinmann in
the 300 breaststroke.
BG divers Phil Koester and
Reagan Minser swept the one-and
three-meter events, with Koester
winning the one-meter, totaling
260.55, and Minser's 280.70 taking
the three meter.
Despite the loss, which drops the
Falconsto 8-3, Stubbs said he was
not disappointed.
"I don't fault anybody," be said.
"We had a lot of good races and
definitely showed we are a good
team in the Mid-American Conference."

byKanKoppel
staff reporter

Number 13 is unlucky for some,
but Bowling Green's gymnastics
team doesn't find it unlucky.
The Falcons ran their unbeaten
streak to 13 with a 127-118.7 victory
over Miami Saturday in Oxford,
raising their season mark to 64-1.
BG coach Charles Simpson said
he used the meet as an opportunity
to give much of the team a rest.
"I PUT in a lot of kids that hadn't
had a chance to compete this year
and we still scored very well,"
Simpson said.
Freshman Chris Speicher, Sally
Lehman and Sue Hansen were
among those who saw their first
action of the season.
Both Hansen and Speicher
responded well in their debuts with
Hansen snaring third place on the
floor exercise with a score of 7.95,
and Speicher's 29.7 good for the

Bowling Green's men's volleyball team won its second tournament of the season Sunday in Anderson
Arena.
BG defeated Marietta in two straight games in the
finals after knocking off Bluffton in the semi-finals.
The team will host another tournament Saturday,
March 1, in the Student Rec Center starting at 9 a.m.,
with the playoffs beginning at 3 p.m.

I Remember Your Valentine «S
with Something Special... ™
Lovely Silk Arrangemenis
Beautiful Foliage Plants

The grreeneiy

*

Enter the rYBGU-FM

LOGO CONTEST
•*

i

*25 PRIZE

**

WBGU-FM
413 South Hall

•ft

t
t
t
t

*

DON'T STRETCH YOUR '
NECK LOOKING FOR
APARTMENTS
- We Have The Place For You 8th Street
803-815
2 bedroom furnished
9'/a mo.--$950 per qir.
plus elec.
12 mo.-$840 per qtr.
plus elec.

*
*
*
*

I

*
*
*

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1-800-438-8039

ifflMW dtLE

CEDAR POINT AMUSEMENT PARK, Sandusky, Ohio will
hold on-campus Interviews for summer employment:
Dates: Tuesday, March 4
Wednesday, March 5
Time: 8:30 a.m .-5:00 p.m.
Place: Ohio Suite, University Union

CEDa^ponrnrc

CEDAR POINT INC SANOUSKVOMIO 44S70 (419*3*4*30

CEDAR POINT. INC., SANDUSKY, OHIO. 44870 (419)626-0830
Ovar 3.400 positions available for a wide variety of jobs.
Dormitory or apartment ffyla housing available. Contact
fha Oltice of Student Employment for Information and
appointment. Spend a summer In one of the fineet
resorts In the North.

. *
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DRIVING HOME?
and
NEED HELP
WITH GAS?
call

DIAL ABIDE

and
LEAVE WITH A FULL CAR!
Between Mon & Thurs
9:30-4:30
CALL AT: 372-0324

RESUMES
TYPED
AND PRINTED
TOUR COMPLETE ONE STOP PP.INTERI
Otteel Printing....Plastic Laminating
Complete Typesetting. Splfsl Binding
Blueprints.... Rubber Stamps... Photo Copies
Qsthertng and CoMttlng
Punching or Drilling.... StapN ng or Wee StltoNng
Cutll ng end Trimml ng.... Padding.... Wsddi ng Imrl la lions

SEND YOUR VALENTINE
A "HEART SHAPED"
PIZZA!!
You can order any size
pizza in heart shape
along with a message
AT NO EXTRA COST

1 Our Services Are Many So Give Us A Call J
111 South Main

Bowling Green, Ohio
352-6762

p£p£loV

203 N. MAIN
FAST FREE DELIVERY 352-5166

WHITE-WATER RAFTING
TO

P-f>^

WEST
VIRGINIA
DATES LEAVING AND LOCATION AND COST
SAT. APRIL 26
SAT. MAY 3
SAT. MAY 10
SAT. MAY 24
MON. MAY 26
SAT. MAY 31
SAT. JUNE 14

NEW RIVER
NEW RIVER
CHEAT RIVER
NEW RIVER
NEW RIVER
CHEAT RIVER
NEW RIVER

$30
$30
$35
$40
$40
$35
$30

We Pay Heat
MAURER GREEN
REALTY
Call 3S2-0717
or stop by
224 E. Wooster

Feb. l$h -16th

•••••••••••iHHr*T TTTTkTZTTTTTT^m-

FouMullgsize billiard tables
i SnaoH bar-Cocktail Lounge — -, -, .
1010 N. Main
352-1673

OPEN:
PRICES ARE
DAILY 8)-5:30\ /CA
lASH & CARRY
SUNDAY
Y 11 -5 Nr
1 026 N. MAIN
*************
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

At The Madhatter
Mardi Gras!

Free Delivery in BG
A
186 S. Main-Mini Mall
%£
Ph: 352-2794^^^

SPECIAL:
Tues. & Thurs. 11 a.m.-S p.m.: Three Games-$1.40
Open Bowling: Fri. after 9 p.m. Sat. All Evening

BRIGHAM'S

the floor, good for first place. She
also racked up an 8.3 on the bars to
earn a second place.
IN THE only event the gymnasts
didn't maintain at least the top
three positions, Linda England and
Karin Kemper tied for the highest
total in the beam with an 8.1.
"We just had good solid
formances on each event,"
pson said.
Despite the Falcon domination,
BG turned in one of its lowest team
scores of the season.
"They had a difficult time getting themselves psyched," Simpson said of his team's showing. "It
was up and down. I was happy we
didn't fall apart completely/'
The Falcons travel to Ann Arbor,
Mich. Sunday to face Indiana State
anri the Wo

club clips.
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third spot in the all-around score.
Though Sally Lehman was not
among the scoring leaders, it was
her sister Linda, that paced the
gymnasts.
_
TOE SENIOR 3{*«to recorded
two first places and a third on a day
BG swept all four events.
Lehman emerged the meet
champion in the all-around competition with a total of 31, accomplished mostly on the strength
of an 8.6 in the vault and a third
place showing on the uneven bars
(8.05).
Junior Lori Brady also turned in
a solid performance capturing the
top spot on the bars with a score of
8.7 and runner-up totals in both the
vault and all-around, with scores of
8.2 and 30.25, respectively.
Dawn Boyle recorded an 8.5 on

LEAVE ON FRIDAY CAMP OUT THAT NIGHT. TAKE ON THE MIGHT
RIVER SATURDAY. CAMP OUT SATURDAY NIGHT. COME BACK
ON SUNDAY. 372-2343 FOR INFO. THIS PROMISES TO BE A
GREAT TIME SO GRAB SOME FRIENDS AND HAVE A FUN
WEEKEND IN BEAUTIFUL WEST VIRGINIA!

TICKETS NOW ON SALE

AT THE

MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE
(Open Weekdays. 9.1 ni
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Bench Reserved

$4.00

Adult Gen. Admission

$2.00

Student Gen. Admission

$1.50
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sports
MacLellan scores hat trick

Falcon icers sweep Western,
move into CCHA third place tie
by Dave Lewandowskl
asalstant sports editor

photo by Kyle Danaceau
BG delenseman Mark Klndrachuk attempts to muscle Western Michigan's Rob Raid oil the
puck In Saturday's game at the Ice Arena. The Falcons swept the Broncos, 9-3, 8-4, to move Into
a third place tie in the CCHA with Ferris State.

Western Michigan was in the
wrong place at the wrong time last
weekend at the Ice Arena against
Bowling Green.
The Falcons, who had scored
eight goals in their last four Central Collegiate Hockey Association
games, unloaded for 17 goals in
sweeping the Broncos, 9-3 and 8-4.
The series sweep, the first for BG
since winning two over Lake
Superior in mid-December, raised
the icers' record to 7-7 in the CCHA
and 13-15-1 overall. Ferris State,
with a split against Ohio State, is
tied with BG for third in the CCHA.
OSU won Friday 64 and FSC won 65 in overtime Saturday. Western
dropped to 4-10 in the league and 1613-1 overall.
The icers will try to keep their
four-game winning streak going
when they travel to Oxford today
for a 7:30 p.m. game against
Miami. Last month the Redskins
defeated BG, 4-3, in the Ice Arena.
BG SCORED three goals in each
period in the first contest with Tim
Alexander, Chris Guertin and Yves
Pelland giving the Falcons a 3-0
first period lead.
BG increased the margin to 6-0 in
the second period on goals by
George McPhee, Brian Hills and
Barry Mills, before the Broncos
could get on the scoreboard.
Western's Kevin Scott closed the
gap to 6-2 late in the second period.
But Ron Megan, Hills and Tom
Newton scored for the Falcons in
the third period to put the game
away.
BG goaltender Wally Charko
stopped 33 WMU shots in 57:29 of
work. Charko was replaced by
Mike David for the last 2:31 of the
second period after being hit with a
puck below the eye. He returned to
play the third stanza.
The teams matched three goal

scorers in the second game, but BG
had other players who put the puck
in the net also.
Western's Bob Scurf ield got a hat
trick, his fourth of the season,
scoring the Broncos' first, second
and fourth goals. BG's Brian
MacLellan tallied three times,
netting a goal in the second period
and scoring the icers' final two
goals.
AFTER SCURFIELD gave the
Broncos a 1-0 lead after 35 seconds
of the initial period on a breakaway
goal, Tim Alexander and McPhee
scored to give BG a 2-1 edge. But
WMU came back with Scur field's
goal and a tally by Diego O'Dino,
giving Western a 3-2 lead after the
first period.
MacLellan tied the game in the
second period on the power play,
but Scurfield gave WMU its last
lead of the game at the 8:26 mark.
Hills and Guertin added goals for
the Falcons before the end of the
period for a 5-4 advantage.
McPhee,
combined
with
MacLellan's two goals in the third
period, gave the icers their final
margin of victory.
BG's David made 41 saves in the
game while WMU's Steve Abbott
stopped 22 shots before being injured in the second period. Jim
Doyle had four saves as Abbott's
replacement.
BG COACH Jerry York said the
key to both games was the Falcons'
ability to score on four-on-four
situations.
"We broke both games open on
the four-on-four. We had two goals
on Friday and two on Saturday that
put the game away," York said.
The Falcons got goals from
Megan and Mills before two
minutes had expired in Friday's
third period while both teams had
one man in the penalty box.
Saturday, with BG ahead 5-4
after two periods, McPhee and
MacLellan's goals with BG's Andy

Crowther and WMU's Terry Olson
in the box, gave the icers a commanding 7-4 lead.
"I think we're going to the net
better," York said. "Our lines are
playing well and we controlled the
tempo of the games.
"I think Brian MacLellan had a
great effort," York continued. "He
almost matched his season output
in one game. He's played a sound
game all season, but the goals just
weren't coming for him."
MacLellan's hat trick gave the
sophomore winger seven goals on
the season. Last year he finished
the season with 34 goals.
Western coach Glen Weller said
his team was in the game most of
Saturday night but lost momentum
in the third period.
"We played well for two periods
but let down near the end of the
second period and* were flat in the
third," Weller said after Saturday's game. "Right now our team
is emotionally drained."
"I think we're on a real upswing," York said. "We're working
hard and it's paying off dividends."

Wells makes
Olympic squad
Former Bowling Green
hockey player Mark Wells has
been named to the final 20-man
U.S. Olympic team roster, it was
announced yesterday by coach
Herb Brooks.
Wells joins BG teammate Ken
Morrow on the squad which
opens competition tonight in
Lake Placid.
An injury to Jack O'Callahan
in Saturday's 10-3 exhibition loss
to the Soviet Union Olympic
team made room on the rosier
for Wells.

Loyola defeats Falcon cagers In overtime, 88-85
Bowling Green's basketball team
refused to quit last night, but it still
wasn't enough as Loyola handed
the Falcons an 88-85 overtime loss
in Chicago's Alumni Gym.
It was the second straight loss for
BG, 17-5, which had its 10-game
winning streak snapped at Western
Michigan Saturday, 7840, but remained on top of the Mid-American
Conference with Toledo at 10-2 as
the Rockets feU to Kent State.
BG trailed Loyola by 11 points in
the second half and had a chance to
win it with two seconds left in
regulation but Rosie Barnes'
15-footer missed.
And yet the Falcons were fortunate to get into overtime as Marcus Newbern fouled LeRoy
Stampley, who rebounded Barnes'
miss.
Stampley, who finished with 29
points including 13 at the line, missed the free throw and the game
went to OT.
THE RAMBLERS, 15-6, quickly
jumped on top in the extra period
on two buckets by Darius Clemons.
Joe Faine, BG's leader with 26,
hit two free throws, before Kevin
Sprewer responded with a basket.
Colin Irish scored to bring BG
back to within two and Faine tied it
at 85 with 1:05 left.
Mitch Kopystynsky fouled
Stampley, who put Loyola ahead
hitting both free throws. Kopystynsky fouled Stampley again with :22
left and joined Mike Miday,
Newbern and Barnes on the bench
with five personals.
Stampley dropped both foul
shots, and Irish cut it to 86-84 with a
basket with 11 seconds left.

MAC Standings
MAC All Games
WL
WL
17-5
Bowling Green
10-2
16-5
Toledo
10-2
11-10
Northern Illinois 7-5
11-11
Western Michigan 6-6
8-14
Miami
6-6
12-11
Ball State
6-7
7-15
Kent State
5-8
10-11
Central Michigan 4-8
1012
Eastern Michigan 4-8
6-16
Ohio
3-9

However, Sprewer got free for a
slam dunk and was called for a
technical foul for hanging on the
rim.
Faine sank the free throw with
two seconds left.
The difference in the game was
at the line where BG hit 13 of 17, but
the Ramblers sank 28 of 41, as the
Falcons were whistled for 30 fouls
to 19 for Loyola.
IT WAS Faine and Stampley in a
shootout in the first half (Faine
with 18 and Stampley with 19) that
ended in a 41-41 draw.
The Ramblers burst out to a 54-43
margin, before the Falcons whittled the lead back to 5640.
With Loyola ahead 64-56, Faine,
Barnes and Irish all scored to cut it
to 6642.
But the Ramblers hit six
unanswered points to boost the lead
back to 10 with 3:45 left.
The Falcons' full-court press
forced some turnovers and when
Irish scored his second basket in a
row, BG trailed 73-72 with just less
than two minutes left.
Stampley missed at the line and
Newbern put BG ahead 74-73.
Loyola regained the lead as
Stampley scored with one minute
to go.
Irish sank two free throws with 30
seconds left and BG was ahead
again, 76-75.
Clemons tied it with : 22 left, but
missed his second free throw.
BG's only shot after that in
regulation was by Barnes.
BOWLING GREEN (85!
Felne 9IM, Irish S3|». Mlday 401.
Barnes 5 0 10. Newbern 4 7 10. Shurelds 4 0 9,
Greer 2 0 4. Totals: M 11 as.
LOYOLA (881
Sprewer 5 111. stampley a u 79. Seppleton
4 7 10. Clemons 5 17 77. Shaw *0 17. Bush
I 0 7. James 10 7. Toiais 30 » as

WESTERN MICHIGAN 78 BG M
Saturday at Western Michigan,
the Falcons' winning streak ended
almost before they knew what hit
them.
With the game tied at 35 early in
the second half, the Broncos
outscorpd BG 18-2 and were never
threatei.cd again.
BG did cut the lead back to 54-44

•\

following a three-point play by
Kopystynsky and a jumper by Miday at 10:23.
But WMU, which hit 60 percent
from the field, kept up the pace to
even its record to 11-11, 64 in the
MAC.
The second half surge could be
credited mainly to Todd Dietrich
who collected 16 of his 18 points in
the last half. The conference's
leading scorer, Kenny Cunn-

ingham, finished with a game-high
21.
Irish with 13 and Miday with 12
led the Falcons scorers.
"It could have been worse," BG
coach John Weinert said. "It could
have be ai a shutout.
"This is the toughest place for us
to play since I've been here. We've
lost three times here in four games
and it hasn't been close in any of
them.

"I think the way Western
Michigan played today it could
have beaten any team in the conference in the four years I've been
here.
"The first seven minutes of the
second half waa the worst that we
have played all year - offensively
and defensively. But let's give
credit where credit is due. Western
was the better team on the floor.

"We had six kids play as bad as
they've played all year. I asked
them afterwards and they agreed."
First-year WMU coach Les
Wothke called it his "biggest win."
"It was the best we played
intensity-wise all year," he said.
"Not question that the defense was
the key. That's the only way to beat
a team like BG."

Falcon wrestlers capture triangular meet
by Rob Bouklssen
stall reporter

With a hint of satisfaction and
a sigh of relief, Bowling Green
wrestling coach Pete Riesen
said, "We were due for one of
those."
What the Falcon mentor was
referring to was his team's
sweep of Alma College (39-10),
Youngstown State (25-17) and,
most importantly, MidAmerican Conference foe Ball
State(26-18) Saturday at Anderson Arena.
The three victories tipped
BG's record to 8-12 and the win
over Ball State avenged an early
season 27-12 loss to the Cardinals
at the Kent State Invitational
"We lost a tough one (22-21) to
them (BSU) last year, too,"
Riesen added.
IN THE match with the Cardinals, BG picked up two forfeits
in the 134 and 142-pound weight
classes, while BSU got one in the
126-pound class.
Combined with 118-pounder
Troy Pentecost's 9-2 loss to Ron
Meade, BG held a 124 lead.
But the Falcons wanted to prove that a victory over Ball State
would be no fluke and
sophomore 150-pounder John Ice
got BG on the right track with an
8-7 decision over Lloyd Clemmons.
"Ice did a heckuva job,"
Riesen said. "He just keeps getting better and better."
MILO 8ANDA, at 158, kept
things rolling for the Falcons by
avenging a 1979 loss to Gerald

Fowlkes, defeating the BSU
grappler, 114.
The Cardinals failed to win the
close match again in the
167-pound division when BG's
Tom Cross gained a 14 victory
over Jim Armour scoring an
escape with 50 seconds left in the
match.
Pete Werling put the clincher
on the match with an impressive
16-3 superior decision over Bob
Overman, in the 177-pound class.
Werling's win made the team
score 26-9 before BSU picked up
a decision over Kris Burket (190)
and a pin against Brad Rossi
(heavyweight).
FORFEITS were a factor, too,
in the match with Alma as AC
brought only four wrestlers to
Bowling Green.
In addition to gaining six
forfeits, the Falcons got their only other ooints on an Ice 54 victory over Bob Johnson.
Nick Picciuto (128), Mark
Trimble (142) and John Lingle
(177) lost decisions to Alma
wrestlers.
Against Youngstown State, the
Falcons once again got strong
performances from Sanda and
Werling as the two sophomore
grapplers pinned their opponents, with Sanaa's coming in
1:40 and Werling's in 3:11.
BG ALSO got a 12-2 superior
decision from Pentecost and a
10-1 major decision from
Burkett in addition to a Bob Colatruglio 7-2 decision over his
134-pound opponent.

photo by Scott Keeler
BQ's Chris Burkett tries to pull Youngstown States Jack Rltter
to the mat In action Saturday in Anderson Arena. Burkett won his
match 10-1 and the Falcons swept VSU, Ball State and Alma Colleger
^^^

